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"If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants." 

Easy to follow.

Easy to do.

CHOOSE

1 habit.

COMMIT 

to it for 56 days.

SEE

it change your life.

The Habits

These tips come from working with hundreds of others like you.

You have 100% control over your world if you choose to take it.

Whatever you want can have - if you choose it & do the work. 

What if you chose to go for it? How would succeeding feel? 

What if you could reduce stress in your life right now? 

Whatever you want & however you feel - you can. 

Choose the habits that work for you. Make it so.

Isaac Newton

Use Technology for Good

Champion Strengths

#1

#2

#3

#4

Take One Solid Step at a Time

Begin With the End in Mind#5

#6

#7

Build Healthy Relationships 

De-stress (vs Distress!) 

Collaborate vs Compete 

Seek, Ask & Get Help#8



Physically

I feel

Mentally

I think

 

 Practically

 I will 

CHECK

In a world of constant distraction & information overload 

it's easy to ignore stress, bottle up your feelings 

& keep going until it gets too much.  

WHY?

#1

HOW?

STOP...

GO!

...what you're doing & check-in.

Take a 5 minute break.

Breathe. Focus. De-stress.

How do you feel?

What are you thinking now?

What's working & what isn't?

What will you do next?

What help do you need?

See Habits #6 & #7.

DE-STRESS v DISTRESS

Regular Self Check-In & Recovery.

The race is long & 

in the end is only 

with yourself. 
Mary Schmich

Effective people listen to what their body is telling them.

They stop & take the time for self-care before they burn out. 

They know how to de-stress & perform at optimum stress.



I LEARN I WILL

I CAN

I DO

I ROCK

WHY?

#2

HOW?

CHAMPION YOUR STRENGTHS

Whatever you

believe with feeling

becomes your reality.
Brian Tracy

NOTICE

CHOOSE 

What's stopping you? List it.

What's helping you? List it.

Where are you strong? List that.

What strengths will you use?

How will you exclude drama?

What help will you get?

How will you celebrate?

 

Where will you be brave vs 2nd guess yourself?

What will you learn from what happens?

Take note of Habits #1, #3 & #8.

BACK 

YOU

No baby is born thinking “I can’t”.                             

Disappointments you have & negative 

messages you hear from others about you may mean                        

you don't believe “you can”.  Time to reclaim your "baby confidence".

Be the centre of your world. Choose to 'do it anyway'.

If you believe "you can" - you will.  And, if things don't work out 1st

time it's OK. You can make it happen next time or the one after that.      

No Failure. Only Learning.



LISTEN,

REALLY

Repeat the speaker's words in your head.

Make eye contact while they speak.

Notice more than their words.

I 

ROCK

We all need to feel heard & contribute (you & everyone else).  

Listen to others & build on what they say & they will do the same. 

 The word "BUT..." invites comparison & competition. 

“AND...” invites collaboration & co-operation. 

WHY?

#3

HOW?

COLLABORATE vs COMPETE

None of us 

is as smart 

as all of us.
Ken Blanchard

WAIT Control your urge to speak or interrupt.

Wait for them to stop speaking. 

Take a beat so they feel heard.

 

Summarise what you heard. 

Ask questions. Be generous.

Use "Yes, and..." to build on their ideas.

Take note of Habits #2, #4 & #8.

NOW

SPEAK

Say "Yes, and..." vs "No, but..."

"Two ears..."                              "...one mouth."

Ask a 

QUESTION

ASK - UNDERSTAND - BUILD

Make a

CONNECTION

Get (& give)

SUPPORT



ASK...

COMMIT

How do you feel when you know someone has your 

back & is standing shoulder-to-shoulder with you? 

How do you feel when you find someone you can really talk to?

Feeling connected is crucial for mental health & lowers stress.  

WHY?

#4

HOW?

INVITE

 

BUILD HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS

Who accepts you no matter what?

Who loves you enough to call you out? 

Who brings out your best self?

Who do you want in your Cheersquad?

Invest in 5 close friendships.

Give your friends the support they need.

Take note of Habits #3 & #7.

 

 

Choose friends wisely & protect them.

Have friends who meet your needs.

Let go of toxic relationships.

 

Choose & Build Your Cheer Squad.

If you want to go

quickly, go alone. 

If you want to go

far, go together.
Al Gore

WHO'S YOUR CREW?

What kind of

FRIENDS 

do you NEED

& WANT?



WHERE 

THE 

MAGIC

 HAPPENS

Choose the outcome you want. Be flexible about how you get there.

Set off in the direction of your goal - you're on your way there.  

Keep your options open. Follow your gut. 

Be prepared to take a detour.

Take 1 step in the general direction. You're closer to your goal.

'COMFORT

ZONE'

(STRESS)

STEP

BACK

&

STEP UP

CHOOSE something you want in your heart & gut. 

KNOW when you feel uncomfortable you're 

getting closer to reaching your goals

GROWTH

OPPORTUNITY

DISCOMFORT

What must happen to get to your destination?

What experiences do you want to have?

Take note of Habits #2 & #6.

WHY?

#5

HOW?

STEP

BACK

PLAN

SET

GOALS

Know what you want from life.

Keep your destination in focus.

Choose your impact on your world.

BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND

Dream big & act big vs play small.

Keep options open if unsure what next.

See long-term priorities & the next step.

Let life happen & hold to your destination.

It takes courage to

grow up & become

who you really are.
E.E. Cummings



STOP!

FOCUS Choose one small task - an easy one.

Focus on it & let everything else go.

Do this task until you've finished.

YOU ARE

HERE!

 

YOUR

DESTINATION   

 SUCCESS!!

ACT

LEARN

ACT

(REPEAT)

The journey of a

1000 miles begins

with a single step.
Lao Tzu

When you feel stress.

Remove distractions & get present.

List what you need to do.

 

It’s easy to feel overwhelmed & 

worry `when you have 'too much' to do. 

Overwhelm leads to procrastination & lost  motivation. 

Focus is the way to overcome overwhelm.

Break work into small steps. This makes it seem easier to tackle.

Do 1 thing. This motivates you, takes you towards your goal, 

 beats procrastination & feels great!

WHY?

#6

HOW?

CHECK

TAKE 1 SOLID STEP AT A TIME

Complete every task you begin.

Reflect - what did you learn?

Take note of Habits #5 & #7.

It's a Marathon not a Sprint.



It’s normal to use technology to stay in touch. 

And it can get in the way when you're with other people

You have 100% control over your technology.  No-one else does! 

More than 2 hours screen-time a day or putting tech before people  

disrupts relationships, sleep, hormones, mood, & health. 

Choose to use your technology for good vs 

letting your technology use you. 

WHY?

#7

Almost everything

will work again if

you unplug it for 

a few minutes --

including you.
Anne Lamott

HOW?

BE 

THERE

BE

AWARE

CHOOSE

TO

 

Look up. Where are you right now?

Notice who you're with. Be present.

Know what's needed in this moment.

 

USE TECHNOLOGY FOR GOOD

Manage your screen time for health.

Have a regular digital detox.

Avoid negative behaviour online.

Notice your body's reactions - sleep, anger.

Manage screen time. Stop screen addiction.

Take note of Habits #1, #4 & #8.

Real Life vs Likes.

Using technology 

Silence notifications

while you work.

to learn & revise.

 
Not using technology

Plug it in & charge it in

another room.

to learn & revise?

 

Out with family & friends? 

Get everyone to put their

phones etc. away.

At home? 

Connected with your

family vs just your devices.



Anxiety, stress & negative stories about 'looking stupid' get in the

way of asking for help from others & getting the answers you need. 

 

WHY?

#8

“A wise man can

learn more from a

foolish question

than a fool can

learn from a 

wise answer.” 
Bruce Lee.

HOW?

BE 

BRAVE

GET

SMART

BE THE

LEADER

Asking takes the courage to be heard.

Asking is an admission of wisdom.

Admitting you don't know lets you learn.

 

SEEK, ASK & GET HELP

Asking questions helps learning feel safe.

Stand up for yourself - ask to understand.

Be a role-model for not knowing & learning.

 

If you don't know you're never alone.

Learn not to settle for 'not getting it'.

Once you get the answer, you know forever.

Take note of Habits #3, #6 & #7.

Take a Leap of Faith & Do It

Where EXACTLY are you stuck?

Stand up. What's your REAL question?

Who will you ask?

Where can you find an answer?

 
Still don't get it?

Rephrase your question & ask until you do.

Check you understand by explaining it back.

Got it? Time to make it stick - write it, repeat it, post it.

Believing 'There's no point...', 'It's too hard...', 'I'm stupid...', 

& 'I don't know where to start...' stop you  FINDING the

answers YOU need. The only one who loses out is YOU...

Putting your hand up or getting the answers you need

helps you feel less stressed, more confident & in control. 

Always know you've done all you can do (your best).



6

Music 

Stop & listen to

music you 

love.

3

Compassion 

Be kind to yourself

or someone else.

Self-care.

5

Furry Pet 
Find one 

& stroke it.

8 DE-STRESSORS

WHY?

Stress hormones 'switch off' your thinking brain.

Not great for learning or exams (or later life!)  

Know which de-stressor(s) work best for you.

When you need one you'll know what to do.

1

Hope

Design yourself 

a great future

or reward.

2

Go Outside

Walk in nature.

See green. Move.

Exercise.
4

Be Here 

Notice the details

around you &

be grateful.

7

Laugh 

Choose something

that makes you

laugh. 
8

And Breathe 

In for 7. Hold for 5.

Out for 11.

Repeat 15 times.



Pick your revision space. Remove clutter. Make it zen.

 

 

Choose a reward for today's revision.

 

 

Take 1 subject to work on for 2 x 45 min blocks.

 

 

Get what you need - notes, textbooks, spec.

 

 

Traffic light the spec - red, orange, green.

 

 

Choose 1 red & 1 green topic.

 

 

Set 45 min timer. Revise green topic 1st.

Past papers, youtube resource, notes, app.

 

Take 15 min break. Leave desk, move.

 

 

Reset your 45 min timer. 

Test green topic, go red then orange

 

Do a maximum of 6 x 45 minute sessions a day.

Always have a reward for completing sessions.

 

 

 

#1

 

 

#2

 

 

#3

 

 

#4

 

 

#5

 

 

#6

 

 

#7

 

 

#8

 

 

#9

 

 

#10

TOP 10 REVISION TIPS

CLEAN UP

 

 

MOTIVATE

 

 

ONE  STEP

 

 

ORGANISE

 

 

CHUNK

 

 

FOCUS - 1 STEP

AT A TIME

 

GO GREEN 1st

 

 

STOP!

 

 

GO GREEN, 

RED, ORANGE

 

KNOW WHEN

TO STOP


